Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been applied to study the structural phases formed by CH 3 S on Cu(100) and Cu(111). On Cu(100) the results show that while the observed 0.25 ML (2x2) phase is stable, a faulted missing-row 0.33 ML c(6x2) is energetically preferred to a 0.5 ML c(2x2) phase, consistent with experimental observations. The calculations also show that a c(2x2) phase would have a large adsorbate-induced compressive surface stress that is not found in the c(6x2) phase. An alternative model of the c(6x2) phase as a buckled c(2x2) structure is shown to be unstable. On Cu(111), a 0.33 ML (3x3)R30° structure on an unreconstructed surface is found to be less stable than a to the MEIS data, but the scattered-ion yield enhancement is sensitive to which of two alternative versions of this model, involving Cu adatoms predominantly in fcc or hcp sites, is occupied. The possible role of local disorder and structural variability in the surface, and whether the reconstruction could be incommensurate, is discussed.
Introduction
It is now well-established that adsorption on surfaces can lead to significant modification of the structure of the outermost atomic layer(s) of the substrate material; in some cases, the resulting changes are quite subtle, involving small local atomic relaxations, but in others major reconstruction of the surface occurs. One class of adsorption structures in which significant adsorbate-induced reconstruction is believed to occur is in the interaction of alkane thiols with the (111) surfaces of the coinage metals, Cu, Ag and Au to form so-called self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) (e.g. [1] ). The first clear evidence of this seems to have come from an investigation of the methylthiolate species, CH 3 S-, on Cu(111) in which both SEXAFS (surface extended X-ray absorption fine structure) and NIXSW (normal-incidence X-ray standing waves) measurements indicated that the S headgroup atom must penetrate the outermost Cu layer sufficiently to require substantial reconstruction [2] . In this initial study it was assumed that the hexagonal packing of the substrate was retained in the outermost reconstructed Cu layer, the thiolate species being bonded at three-fold coordinated sites, but a later STM (scanning tunnelling microscopy)
investigation revealed a near-four-fold symmetry in the image [3] . This led to the suggestion that the surface undergoes a pseudo-(100) reconstruction, as found for some atomic adsorbate systems on fcc (111) and (110) surfaces [4] , with the thiolate species being located in the four-fold coordinated hollow sites of this Cu layer to form a local c(2x2) phase. In this model, suggested to involve a commensurate 4 found to be consistent with this commensurate model structure [5] . However, we should note that while the approximate dimensions of the surface mesh, as seen in STM, are consistent with this commensurate structure, this technique lacks the precision to confirm true commensuration. Indeed, the measured low energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern may indicate that it is not truly commensurate [6] ; this issue is discussed further 4 in section 4.
The known behaviour of methylthiolate on Cu(100) gives some support to the apparent energetic preference for a strained pseudo-(100) reconstruction on Cu(111). In particular, methyl thiolate has been found to form a 0.25 ML (2x2) structure on Cu(100) in which the S headgroup atoms do occupy four-fold coordinated hollow sites [7, 8] . On the other hand, most investigations conclude that methylthiolate does not form a stable 0.5 ML c(2x2) structure on Cu(100), but instead, at higher coverage than 0.25 ML, forms a c(6x2) phase. The c(6x2) phase has been observed on Cu(100) for a range of other alkanethiolate species, CH 3 (CH 2 ) n-1 S, with different chain lengths (n=2,4,6,7,10) [9, 10, 11] (albeit with one suggestion that this phase may be metastable to partial dissociation [11] ), and also for benzenethiolate [12] . However, methylthiolate overlayers do reveal small areas in STM images that appear to correspond to a c(2x2) phase [13] at room temperature, while a c(2x2) LEED pattern has been reported [14] with a sample temperature of 140 K during exposure to dimethlydisulphide (DMDS -CH 3 S=SCH 3 ).
One suggested reason for the apparent general preference for a c(6x2) phase rather than a c(2x2) phase is that the adsorbate-induced compressive surface stress of a long-rangeordered c(2x2) phase would be too large; the c(6x2) phase could correspond to a buckled c(2x2) phase such that this stress is relieved [13] , although an alternative view is that the true coverage of this phase is less than 0.5 ML, involving a kind of vacancy-c(2x2) structure [9] . The idea that compressive surface stress generally precludes the formation of a c(2x2) phase on Cu(100) would be consistent with a c(2x2) phase forming in an expanded pseudo-Cu(100) reconstructed layer on Cu(111). Further support for the possible role of adsorbate-induced compressive surface stress comes from a MEIS study of the Cu(100)(2x2)-CH 3 S phase that shows evidence of a small lateral outward strain of the Cu atoms bonded to the S headgroup atom [15] ; this strain is symmetry-forbidden in a c(2x2) phase.
In order to cast further light on the structure of these phases, including the possible role of surface stress relief, we have undertaken a density functional theory (DFT) 5 investigation of the adsorption of CH 3 S on Cu(100) and Cu(111). In particular, we have evaluated the relative total energies (and surface stresses on Cu(100)) in different structural models, and compared the lowest-energy structures with the results of experimental investigations into these surfaces. In the case of the Cu(111)/CH 3 S system, we also report the results of further modelling of the related medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) experimental data to test the experimental implications of the structures proposed here.
In fact there have been other recent DFT studies that address some of these aspects.
Ferral et al. [16] reported a DFT study of methylthiolate and ethylthiolate on both Cu(100) and Cu(111) in 2006, but considered only possible adsorption structures that involved no substrate reconstruction; they did, however, report some relevant results on the structure (and local strain) in the Cu(100)(2x2)-CH 3 S phase. More recently, during the rather extended period of our own investigation, there have been two independent reports of DFT calculations relating to the methylthiolate-induced reconstruction of Cu(111). The first of these [17] considered only the relaxation of the proposed pseudo-(100) reconstruction, but a further investigation, published as the present manuscript was originally being completed [18] , has explored some alternative models for this reconstruction phase. Further discussion of the results of these parallel studies is presented below in comparison to our own conclusions.
Computational Details
The DFT calculations reported here were conducted using the plane-wave pseudopotential computer code CASTEP 5.501 [19] . The RPBE exchange-correlation functional [20] was used throughout along with ultrasoft pseudopotentials. A plane wave cut-off energy of 400 eV provided adequate basis set convergence, and relatively dense Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes were needed, along with a Hellmann-Feynman force tolerance of 0.02 eV/Å, to provide well-converged surface stresses in the double-sided surface slabs considered in the study of the (100) surfaces. Specifically, the k-point meshes were 16x16x1 for (2x2) models using 9-layer double-sided slabs (with the 6 innermost three layers fixed at the parameters found for bulk Cu), and 8x12x1 for c(6x2) models on 5-layer double-sided slabs with only the middle one layer fixed to the bulk structure (with a Cu-Cu nearest-neighbour distance of 2.585 Å). For the Cu (111) calculations, focussed on structural optimisation rather than surface stress determination, 3-layer single sided slabs were used with k-point sampling of 12x12x1 for models described in a (2x2) mesh, 8x12x1 for a (3x2) mesh (used to calculate variations based on a (3x3)R30° structure), and 2x2x1 and 6x6x1 for the models using the 4 3
A vacuum gap of at least 14 Å was used to ensure minimal interaction between slabs.
The adsorption energy per CH 3 S species on Cu(100) (using double-sided slabs)
referenced to a gas-phase molecule of DMDS is defined as   
where A is the area of each face of the unit mesh in units of the (1x1) substrate mesh.
This parameter provides a more meaningful method of comparing the energy of structures with different thiolate coverages. Notice that both of these energies are defined such that a positive value corresponds to a reduction in total energy and is thus energetically favoured. With both faces of the slabs having identical adsorbate coverage the surface stress is the same on each face, and it is particularly trivial to extract this quantity from the calculated three-dimensional stress tensor, computed within CASTEP according to the so-called stress theorem [21] .
For the calculations of CH 3 S on Cu(111), involving a reconstructed surface layer containing N Cu Cu adatoms per unit mesh, and performed on single-sided slabs, these definitions are modified to Table 1 summarises the main findings of the calculations of methylthiolate structures on Cu(100). For the 0.25 ML (2x2) phase the S headgroup, as expected, is found to occupy the 4-fold-coordinated hollow sites with the S-C bond almost exactly perpendicular to the surface and a Cu-S bondlength of 2.34 Å. Calculations starting with the molecular axis tilted relative to the surface normal converged on this single structure with the molecule upright. This structure is in reasonable agreement with the experimental studies which show the molecule to be tilted by 1010° with a Cu-S bondlength of 2.290.03 Å [7, 8] (a value almost identical to that found for the n=6, 12 and 16 alkane thiolates [22] ). This structure also shows a lateral displacement of the Cu atoms bonded to the S headgroup by 0.04 Å. This qualitative effect is consistent with the experimental results of the MEIS study [15] , although the experimental value of 0.12±0.04 Å is significantly larger. The earlier DFT study of Ferral et al. [16] led to the same value as in the present calculations.
The small energetic preference for the S-C bond to be tilted in the c(2x2) phase is also consistent with these earlier DFT results. An important new result in Table 1 As noted above, experimentally, there is no evidence that a long-range ordered c(2x2) phase actually occurs, at least at room temperature, but instead that increased coverage beyond 0.25 ML leads to a c(6x2) phase which appears to correspond to saturation. This would imply that this larger surface mesh structure should have a lower energy than the c(2x2) phase. We have therefore investigated possible structural models for this phase.
One suggestion, mentioned above, is that the c(6x2) phase is actually a strained c(2x2) structure, with a coverage of 0.5 ML, the large compressive stress of the c(2x2) phase leading to a periodic buckling of the surface [13] . The results of our calculations, however, do not support this model; a series of calculations, initiated from buckled c(6x2) models, all converged on the ideal c(2x2) structure. The alternative model, proposed in the context of a study of hexanethiolate in Cu(100) [9] , is that the c(6x2) structure is a faulted missing-row version of the c(2x2) structure. The lowest-energy configuration of this model for methylthiolate adsorption, found in our study, is shown in Fig. 1 . This structure has a methylthiolate coverage of 0.33 ML, broadly consistent with the value of 0.3 ML found in experiments on the c(6x2)-hexanethiolate phase [9] . As shown in Table 1 , this structure is very significantly favoured energetically over the c(2x2) phase; a transition from this structure to the higher-coverage c(2x2) structure would involve a significant decrease in 3 * ad CH S E  and so would not be expected to occur.
On the other hand, the adsorption energy per thiolate species is larger in the (2x2) phase than in the c(6x2) phase. The results are thus fully consistent with the formation of a (2x2) phase at low coverage, a c(6x2) phase at higher coverage, but no progression to the even higher coverage c(2x2) phase. Table 1 also includes the structural parameters associated with the c(6x2) structure. There appear to have been no experimental quantitative structural studies of the c(6x2) methylthiolate phase, but a SEXAFS study of the equivalent hexanethiolate phase found the Cu-S distances to be 2.280.02 Å [9] ; in the DFT structure the slightly asymmetric images would be more elongated than those that are actually observed.
Methylthiolate on Cu(111)

DFT structures and STM images
As described in the introduction, the stable ordered phase of methylthiolate on Cu(111) at room temperature is generally accepted to correspond to a large surface mesh reconstruction. The originally-proposed model for this phase is a c(2x2) methylthiolate overlayer on a strained pseudo-(100) reconstructed Cu layer, with the S headgroup atoms occupying 4-fold coordinated hollow sites. This basic model is shown in Fig.2 , with the Cu atoms in the reconstructed layer drawn with a much smaller radius than the substrate atoms to allow the relationship between the overlayer and substrate meshes to be seen more clearly. The lateral registry of the overlayer and substrate in this diagram is arbitrary. In the original STM paper in which this structure was first proposed [3] , it was suggested that the structure (assuming it is commensurate with the substrate) could be described in the matrix notation as 50 13    relative to the substrate primitive translation vectors (PTVs) separated by an angle of 60°. This oblique unit mesh is shown in Fig. 2 by the black lines. Insofar as crystallographic convention for a hexagonal structure is that the substrate should be described by the PTVs separated by an obtuse angle (120°) this mesh is more correctly denoted as 50 43   
. Subsequently, this overlayer structure has been more commonly described [5] by the near-square unit mesh shown as white lines in Fig. 2 , denoted in the standard crystallographic convention by the matrix 4 3
Notice that these are two alternative ways of describing exactly the same overlayer periodicity; a recent publication [18] has implied that these are different structures, but this seems to be due to a misunderstanding regarding the use of acute or obtuse angles in the substrate PTVs.
Calculations were initially undertaken for this ideal pseudo-(100) reconstructed surface, but also for simple overlayer phases on an unreconstructed Cu(111) surface. In particular, calculations were performed on a 0.25 ML (2x2) phase, and on several different 0.33 ML phases including a simple (3x3)R30° phase, but also variations of this phase in which the molecules lie at the sites of a (3x3)R30° mesh but have different tilt azimuths of the thiolates, leading to a larger (3x2) unit mesh. The simple (3x3)R30° phase was found to have a lower energy than these (3x2) modifications, and indeed is also energetically favoured (largest value of 3 * ad CH S E  ) over the lower-coverage (2x2) phase, as shown in Table 2 . In both phases the S headgroup atom lies in an off-hollow site, displaced towards the bridging site, the C-S bond being tilted relative to the surface normal by 33° in the (3x3)R30° phase and by 47° in the (2x2) phase. These conclusions are in excellent agreement with the results of Feral et al. [16] who investigated only these unreconstructed models. There is one report of the observation of a Cu(111)(3x3)R30°-CH 3 S phase at low temperatures (110-140 K) [6] , but at room 11 temperature this transforms to the 4 3
is metastable and reconstructs with the aid of thermal activation. Calculations for a 0.5 ML (2x1) phase failed to find any stable adsorption structure, the molecules simply moving off the surface as the structural optimisation calculation progressed.
Relaxation of the ideal pseudo-(100) reconstruction model to minimise the energy led to very significant displacements of the Cu atoms within the reconstruction, and this structure, labelled 'reconstruction A' in Table 2 , has a lower energy (higher value of This heavily-relaxed pseudo-(100) reconstruction is shown in Fig. 3 and appears to be essentially the same as that originally found by Grönbeck [17] and more recently also obtained by Seema et al. [18] . A key feature of this structure is that 60% of the S headgroup atoms retain the 4-fold coordination of the original pseudo-(100) structure, but the remaining 40% of these atoms have 3-fold coordination to the Cu atoms in the within the reconstructed layer. These models were mostly initiated from variations of the pseudo-(100) structure by removing or adding Cu atoms (the added atoms initially placed in hollow sites not occupied by thiolate species). In order to allow a reasonable range (12) of structures to be explored in a reasonable time, these initial searches were performed using a coarser (2x2x1) k-point sampling mesh. While comparisons of adsorption energies between the calculations using 2x2x1 and 6x6x1 sampling are unlikely to be wholly reliable, we would expect comparisons of the energies of different models with the same 2x2x1 sampling to be sufficiently meaningful to identify the lowest energy structures; these models were then reoptimised using the finer k-point sampling. A summary of the more favourable structures is given in Table 3 . Many of these structures were found to have adsorption energies a few tens of meV less favourable than reconstruction A, but one model, reconstruction G (see Fig. 4 ) was found to be very fractionally favoured over reconstruction A, with an adsorption energy per thiolate species (using 6x6x1 k-point sampling) that was 6 meV more favourable (Table 2) ; such a small energy difference, of course, can be no more than marginally significant in view of the limited accuracy of DFT calculations.
As shown in Fig. 4 , reconstruction model G has only 8 Cu adatoms per unit mesh in the reconstructed layer, leading to a structure in which only 20% of the thiolate species (one would be difficult to observe the variations seen in the simulations with this image quality. As for the (100) surface, we also note that these STM image simulations correspond to a static structure, while the experimental image represents a time average of the (fast) rotational and vibrational (including wagging) modes of the molecules on the surface. These dynamic effects will certainly lead to both lateral and perpendicular smearing of the simulated images. Bearing in mind these limitations, we may conclude that the STM simulations for both the (111) surface reconstruction models are consistent with experiment.
MEIS simulations
One important piece of experimental information that had previously been found to support the pseudo-(100) reconstruction model of the [5] . In view of the strong modification of this structure found in all the DFT studies, it is important to consider whether the relaxed reconstruction A is consistent with these data, and whether the experimental MEIS data provide a basis for distinguishing the alternative models that are found to have closely-similar total energies in the DFT calculations.
The MEIS technique [25] is closely related to the standard method of materials analysis of Rutherford backscattering, but the use of somewhat lower energies offers advantages for studies of near-surface crystallography. The energy of the elastically-scattered ions from the surface in a particular direction identifies the atomic mass of the scatterer atom, but by using incidence along a low index crystallographic direction, the shadow cones produced by the scattering from the outermost layer(s) shadow deeper-lying atoms and lead to a highly surface-specific signal. In principle one can arrange to illuminate only one, or two, or some other specific small number of layers by choosing appropriate crystallographic directions; in practice thermal vibrations lead to some small visibility of deeper layers. Surface structural data is obtained by measuring so-called blocking curves that comprise the scattered ion yield as a function of scattering angle for a fixed incidence direction. The same shadowing effect occurs in the outgoing trajectories of ions scattered from subsurface layers, leading to 'blocking dips' in the yield at angles corresponding the alignment of the outgoing trajectory with the location of atoms closer to the surface. One further particularly important feature of the technique in the present context is that the scattering yield can be calibrated in an absolute fashion, so one can determine exactly 15 how many layers contribute to the signal. Thus, if near-surface atoms of the substrate species are displaced from their ideal bulk-termination sites, they lead to enhanced illumination of underlying atoms with a consequential increase in the scattered ion yield.
It is this feature that is particularly useful in studying the surface reconstruction discussed here. Specifically, the technique provides a method of determining how many Cu atoms lie in the reconstructed surface layer, providing that these atoms are sufficiently displaced from bulk-termination positions. Of course, the reconstruction in the surface layer also leads to some movement of atoms in the outermost underlying 'bulk' layers, which can also lead to slightly-enhanced scattering yields. Table 3 . The visibility enhancement induced by atomic displacements (and their associated vibrational amplitudes) is determined by the shadow cone radius which, for 100 keV H + scattering from Cu atoms at typical interatomic distances is ~0.17 Å, so a displacement much less than this will lead to minimal enhancement of the scattered ion yield, while a displacement significantly larger than this will lead to an enhancement equivalent to the scattering from one Cu atom. Displacements of intermediate size will
lead to partial enhancement of the scattered ion signal.
These differences are reflected in the simulations of the experimental blocking curves [5] performed using the VEGAS computer code [26] , as shown in Fig. 7 ; for clarity this figure shows only simulations for the clean surface, the ideal pseudo- (100) reconstruction, models A and G, and modified versions of these two structures described below. The figure shows data collected using two different incidence directions that correspond to nominal illumination of only one or two layers of a bulk-terminated Cu(111) surface, although the peak scattered-ion yields (expressed in terms of the number of contributing layers) are higher than these nominal values of 1 and 2 due to the effects of atomic vibrations and surface relaxations as well as the reconstruction. The dips in the curves correspond to blocking in certain directions of ions scattered from the lower 16 layers. The experimental data from the clean Cu(111) surface is well-fitted by the VEGAS simulations, as reported previously [5] . The simulations for the ideal pseudo-(100) reconstruction model give a good fit to the data from the thiolate-covered surface, as previously reported; the simulations shown here differ very slightly from those reported previously [5] , which failed to take account of the need to average over the three distinct rotational domains of the surface structure arising from the 3-fold symmetry of the substrate, but the overall agreement between experiment and theory is very similar.
As expected, the scattered-ion yield increases in the presence of the thiolate due to the fact that the Cu atoms in the reconstructed layer no longer occupy bulk-termination sites.
However, the simulations for model A, which is the fully relaxed modification of the pseudo-(100) model, show much lower Cu scattering yields. Indeed, the simulations for this model show far better agreement with the experimental data from the clean surface than those from the thiolate-dosed surface. The reason for this is clear; optimising the geometry to minimise the total energy leads to the Cu adatoms moving closer to the three-fold coordinated hollow sites on the underlying substrate that are (mostly) bulktermination sites. The fact that the calculated yield at high scattering angles in the 2-layer incidence geometry are almost identical to those for the clean surface is superficially surprising, but can be attributed to the larger vibrational amplitudes of the outermost Cu atoms in the clean surface [27] , which are assumed to be suppressed in the presence of the reconstructed overlayer.
Simulations for several of the other reconstruction models (not shown) give somewhat larger predicted scattered ion yields than those of model A, but reconstruction G gives the highest yield at most scattering angles. This model actually contains 20% less Cu adatoms per unit mesh than model A, but more Cu atoms show large displacements from bulk terminations sites, as shown in Fig. 6 ; the smaller number of adatoms is apparently more than compensated by the larger displacements of these atoms from the bulktermination sites.
While reconstruction model G gives a significantly better fit to the experimental MEIS yields than model A, the simulated scattered ion yield enhancement as a result of the thiolate deposition is still too small. One possible source of this discrepancy is the role of surface vibrations, but tests varying these amplitudes within reasonable limits failed to influence the simulation results significantly. Additional 4-layer DFT calculations were performed to allow three (rather than two) outermost substrate layer atomic positions to relax, in order to establish if deeper-layer relaxations may influence the scattered-ion yields, but feeding the results of these calculations into the MEIS simulations had very little effect on the blocking curves. However, closer inspection of models A and G reveals an alternative possible reason for this discrepancy. In particular these models have a significant fraction of the Cu adatoms close to the 'fcc' three-fold coordinated hollow sites (directly above a third layer substrate atom) that corresponds to those of a bulk termination. Adatoms close to bulk continuation sites will lead to very little enhancement of the MEIS yield. However, a general feature of fcc (111) Cu adatom mobility to form, it is highly improbable that a perfectly-ordered single-phase surface can be formed experimentally.
A second possibility is that the surface reconstruction is not truly commensurate with the substrate. An incommensurate overlayer would almost certainly lead to more Cu adatoms being displaced further from bulk-termination sites. Modelling the consequences of incommensuration is, however, intractable computationally, and even using a massively-enlarged unit mesh to simulate this effect is beyond our computational resources. However, in view of the relaxation behaviour we have identified in the relatively small commensurate 4 3 1 3  L N M O Q P mesh it seems likely that a nominally incommensurate overlayer would actually relax to locally commensurate structures very similar to those identified here, albeit with distortion at boundaries between these local structures that may involve more highly-displaced Cu adatoms.
General discussion and conclusions
The results of our DFT calculations for the Cu(100)(2x2) and c(2x2)/CH 3 S structures are consistent with those of earlier such calculations but provide some important new insights. In particular they show that a large compressive surface stress would be associated with the formation of a c(2x2) phase, although if one considers only the results for these two phases the DFT results would imply that a c(2x2) phase might be energetically preferred (the surface energy change for the c(2x2) phase is 6 meV/(1x1) unit mesh more favourable). However, our calculations for the c(6x2) phase, assuming a faulted-missing row structure with a coverage of 0.33 ML, clearly show that increasing the coverage to 0.5 ML to form a c(2x2) phase is not energetically favoured, as it would lead to a decrease in the (negative) surface energy change per unit surface area.
Interestingly, this c(6x2) phase is found to have almost zero surface stress. Our calculations also indicate that the c(6x2) phase cannot be reconciled with a buckled c(2x2) structure, which we find to be unstable. The simulated STM images for the faulted-missing-row model do appear to show more atomic-scale detail than is evident in the experimental images, but at least part of this discrepancy may be attributed to the effects of surface vibrations and the problem of noise in the experimental images.
Our results for the Cu(111)/CH 3 S reconstructed surface show, in agreement with the previous studies of Grönbeck [17] and Seema et al. [18] , that the pseudo- (100) reconstruction model is significantly modified by surface relaxations, the resulting structure having S headgroup atoms in a mixture of 4-fold and 3-fold coordinated sites, rather than only 4-fold coordinated sites as in the ideal pseudo-(100) model. This result well. The ideal pseudo-(100) structure provides a much better fit to the MEIS data but, as established by three independent DFT studies, this structure clearly cannot occur in practice. However, the laterally-displaced alternative versions of these models, in which the majority of the Cu adatoms relax to locations close to hcp, rather than fcc, hollows do yield MEIS simulations in much better agreement with the experimental data. Indeed, the best agreement is for the 'hcpG' model which also has the lowest surface energy, albeit by only a few meV per (1x1) unit mesh. However, with so many structures having closely similar surface (a result also found by Seema et al. [18] ), it is unlikely that a real surface will comprise only a single perfect structure, but will either have local regions of different structures or faulted versions of the most favourable structure(s). Nevertheless, the 'hcpG' model does give the best fit to the MEIS data, and does have the lowest energy, so it seems likely that minor variations of this structure are formed on much of the surface. 
